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Abstract

Objectives—Depression has been found to be associated with dysfunction in executive processes, whereas relatively automatic processes are thought to remain intact. Failure to generate or implement adequate performance strategies has been postulated in depressed participants. The present study investigated spontaneous strategy usage in depressed and control participants, and the effectiveness of providing a hint about performance strategies.

Methods—Unipolar depressed participants were compared with matched healthy controls on three tasks sensitive to executive function: memory for categorised words, response suppression, and multiple scheduling. Participants in each group were randomly allocated to strategy aid and no strategy aid conditions. Those in the strategy aid condition were given a hint about the use of an appropriate performance strategy for each task, in addition to the standard instructions given to those in the no strategy aid condition.

Results—Depressed participants performed worse than controls on each of the three tasks, and were found to use appropriate performance strategies less often. Provision of strategy hints increased the use of performance strategies in two of the three tasks, memory for categorised words, and response suppression, but did not significantly improve overall performance for either group.

Conclusions—The findings were consistent with the view that depressed participants fail to use appropriate performance strategies spontaneously to the same extent as controls. However, provision of information alone does not seem to be an adequate means of enhancing performance. The role of performance strategies in cognitive impairment in depression is discussed, both in terms of initiating use of such strategies and carrying these out efficiently.
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Functional imaging studies have provided evidence of frontal lobe dysfunction in depression, thought to be mediated by neurotransmitter changes. Evidence of altered regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in both resting and activation studies has been reported in depressed patients in the cingulate, prefrontal cortex, and subcortical structures, and induction of dysphoric mood has also been found to produce rCBF changes in the prefrontal cortex. Cognitive impairment in depressed participants has been linked to specific rCBF abnormalities, especially in the medial prefrontal cortex. The frontal lobes have been linked to the supervisory attentional system. This is thought to be functionally equivalent to the central executive component of working memory, a limited resource information processing system. The central executive is thought to be responsible for the allocation of attentional resources in the processing and manipulation of information in executive operations, coming into play to deal with novelty in problem solving situations. Depression has been associated with impairment in the central executive component of working memory. Alterations in neurotransmitter activities and in levels of arousal have been put forward to explain impaired processing in depression at a physiological level. At a cognitive level, attention has focused on the role of dysfunctional negative thoughts in partially occupying central executive resources and thereby mediating cognitive impairments, although Watts pointed out that these may not always be the key factor accounting for poor performance on all tasks.

Impairments in everyday cognitive function are commonly reported by those with depression, sometimes to the point when dementia rather than depression is suspected. There is growing evidence of depressive impairments on tests sensitive to executive dysfunction. Studies that have used traditional neuropsychological tests have in some instances shown impairment in clinically depressed or dysphoric participants on measures such as the trail making test, serial addition (PASAT), the Stroop colour-word test, letter fluency, semantic fluency, the Tower of London planning test, and the Wisconsin card sorting test. Evidence of depressive or dysphoric impairment has also been reported on other executive tests such as subtests from the CANTAB battery, syllogisms, fault diagnosis, and concept formation. Executive processes are also likely to contribute to impairments in memory performance, as depressed participants have been found to show greater impairment in recalling information that benefits
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from semantic organisation compared to information that does not benefit greatly, although executive deficits involving frontosubcortical dysfunction may not account fully for memory impairments in depression. An understanding of both the nature of cognitive impairments in depression and of the effectiveness of remedial methods has important clinical implications, especially since the evidence suggests that cognitive impairments associated with depression do not always remit after clinical recovery.

Processing resource accounts of depression predict that performance deficits should occur on tasks involving controlled processes if task demands exceed available resources, whereas tasks that are processed automatically are thought to make only minimal demands on these limited attentional resources. Models differ in the extent to which reduced cognitive resources are seen to be invariant, or flexible and responsive to environmental cues. The evidence does not seem to support the notion of a simple linear relation between increasing task difficulty and depressive impairment, as depressed participants do not reliably show impairment across tasks as level of difficulty increases. The cognitive initiative account of depression suggests that impairments will be maximal when tasks potentially benefit from performance strategies, but participants are not required to make use of them. Both cognitive and motivational factors might potentially contribute to depressive impairments in strategy usage. In relation to motivational accounts, attempts to ameliorate depressive impairments by manipulating incentives have not proved fruitful, and Baker and Channon found no differences in response to predetermined negative and positive feedback in dysphoric participants. However, there is some supporting evidence. For example, Elliott et al. found that depressed participants were more likely than other patient groups to fail the next item given feedback about an error on the previous item, which the authors interpreted as either a negative response to failure, or failure to monitor and adjust their performance adequately in response to feedback.

When approaching a novel situation, performance often benefits from approaching it in a systematic manner, monitoring the effect of each manoeuvre, and evaluating success or failure in planning the next steps, requiring complex manipulation and updating of the available information. Strategies for doing this may draw on previous experience, although the links between the novel situation and prior experience may be tenuous, requiring active search through stored memories and knowledge. Depression may reduce people’s ability to generate such performance strategies, or to carry these out efficiently, and presumably the nature and extent of any impairment will depend on the particular task characteristics. Hertel and Hardin found that induced or naturally occurring dysphoric mood was associated with poorer recognition of words presented in an earlier spelling test, but that provision of a strategy at recognition aided performance, and that this effect tended to be greater for the naturally occurring dysphoric group. Hertel and Rude showed that the use of a very simple strategy, repeating the target word at the end of the trial to focus attention on the task in hand, was sufficient to ameliorate depressive impairments in memory performance. In another study, provision of a contextual cue (word pairs) facilitated the recollection aspect of recognition memory performance for both depressed and control participants. On reasoning tasks, the findings seem less straightforward. Baker and Channon found that focusing participants’ attention on the task at the critical stages was not sufficient to ameliorate dysphoric impairment on relatively complex concept formation problems. However, Hertel and Knoedler reported that giving a hint in relation to solving logic problems impaired the performance of control participants, but not that of dysphoric patients.

In general, the extent to which the provision of performance strategies is effective in ameliorating any depressive or dysphoric impairment to normal levels is likely to be influenced by the complexity of the task. It seems reasonable to suppose that a memory recall task may benefit from increased rehearsal at the encoding stage, such as the Hertel and Rude manipulation of repeating the target word, if such rehearsal is absent or falls below a certain minimal level. Even with a simple strategy of this nature, there are ways in which such rehearsal may function to improve performance. For instance, it may serve simply to increase the allocation of attentional resources to task performance, or might lead more specifically to the use of a semantic encoding strategy. In the case of more complex problem solving tasks, which often make multiple concurrent demands on attentional resources, manipulations that simply increase the focus of attention on task performance may be insufficient to facilitate usage of complex strategies necessary for effective performance.

To facilitate performance, it is presumably necessary but not always sufficient to focus sufficient attentional resources on the problem. Further study of executive functioning in depression has implications both for diagnosis and management of the disorder. The present study was designed to examine the spontaneous use of performance strategies in executive tasks in clinically depressed participants, and additionally to assess the value of providing information about performance strategies in aiding depressive performance. Tasks were selected that were known to be sensitive to executive impairment in participants with frontal lobe lesions, and that potentially benefited from an appropriate performance strategy. These were memory for categorised words, and known to be sensitive to depression; response suppression (based on the Hayling test); and multiple task scheduling (based on the six elements test). Depressed and control participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. Those in the no strategy aid condition performed the tasks with standard instructions, whereas those in...
the strategy aid condition were given a hint for each task of an appropriate performance strategy. It was predicted that depressed participants would be poorer than controls on each task in the no strategy aid condition, and that this would be linked to less efficient use of appropriate performance strategies in the depressed participants. Those in the strategy aid condition were expected to show better performance than those in the no strategy aid condition, and the study aimed to explore whether depressed participants were differentially aided compared with controls by the strategy hints.

Methods

Design

Two groups of participants, clinically depressed and controls, were each randomly allocated to one of two conditions that differed only in terms of whether a strategy prompt was given after the task instructions (strategy aid or no strategy aid). All participants carried out the same three experimental measures in one of the two conditions.

Experimental Measures

In the no strategy aid condition, participants performed the tasks under standard instructions. In the strategy aid condition, they were given an additional instruction for each task designed to facilitate the use of an appropriate performance strategy. For each task, there were two equivalent sets of materials, and material set was counterbalanced within each group for each condition.

Memory for categorised words task

This task was based on that of Channon et al.35 For the initial study phase, 16 words were presented one at a time on a computer screen at a rate of one every 2 seconds. The words belonged to four superordinate categories, each containing four words; all the words were presented in a fixed randomised order. The categorised words were concrete, neutral nouns matched for length, number of syllables, and word frequency.36 All participants were instructed to try and remember these words, as they would be asked to write them down afterwards. Participants in the strategy aid condition were additionally told: “The words in the following list can be put into several groups of related words. Use this to help you to remember them”. This prompt was on display throughout the task.

After initial list presentation, participants were asked to write down as many words as they could remember, in unlimited time. They then completed an interference task for 90 seconds, and were given a 32 item recognition test, presented one at a time on the screen. Sixteen of these 32 items were words from the previous study phase, and 16 were matched distractors; the words were presented in a fixed randomised order. Half of the distractors came from the same categories as the test items, and half were drawn from two new categories. At the end of the session, after completing the other experimental tasks, participants were again asked to write down all the words they could remember from the initial study list.

Response suppression task

This was based on the Hayling test,34 and consisted of two parts, each containing 15 sentences referring to everyday events. The last word of each sentence was omitted. The sentences were presented verbally, one at a time, by the experimenter, and two initial practice sentences were used for each part. For both parts, the instructions specified that the sentences should be completed as quickly as possible. For the first part of the task, participants in both the strategy aid and no strategy aid conditions were instructed to complete the sentence with a word that could fit as quickly as possible. For the second part of the task, participants were instructed to complete the sentence with a word that made “no sense at all in the context of the sentence”. They were told that the word should be “unrelated to the sentence in every way”. The task thus involved inhibiting straightforward sentence completions, to find a nonsensical ending word. Participants in the strategy aid condition were given a prompt which remained on display throughout the task: they were told to imagine that they were on a holiday and to think of words relating to this to complete the sentence. All participants were corrected on the practice sentences if they mistakenly completed a sentence with a related word.

Burgess and Shallice34 found that participants tended to complete sentences in the response suppression task with words that were either office related, from looking around the room, or generated from other semantic categories. In the present study, responses were scored according to the number of nonsensical completions derived from semantic categories, whether office related or from other semantic categories—for example, she called the husband at his “pencil”. For the strategy aid participants, holiday related words were treated similarly as derived from a semantic category. Errors were scored for words that were either straightforward sentence completions—for example, she called the husband at his “office”, or were semantically related to the sentences—for example, “phone” or “wife”.

Multiple scheduling task

This task was based on the six elements test37; the number of tasks used was increased from six to eight, and the time limit reduced, to increase the difficulty level. It consisted of a set of eight open ended pen and paper tasks that participants were instructed to complete, subdivided into two sets of four: mirror reading, identifying the position of words, object knowledge questions, and drawing objects. In the mirror reading tasks, participants were presented with a series of 175 back to front words and asked to write the words the correct way round. In the word position task, participants were given a page consisting of words presented in columns, and a series of 176 positions (for example, 2nd, 134th, 12th),
and were asked to identify and write down the words on the page that occurred in these positions. For the object knowledge questions, participants were presented with a series of 138 written questions asking where various objects would be commonly found (for example, where would you find a keyhole?). For the drawing task, participants were given blank pages and were asked to draw the basic outline of various common objects (for example, items of clothing).

Each task was explained in turn. Participants were told that there were four different tasks, and that each task had two sections, A and B, making eight tasks for them to complete in total. These were laid out in a four by two matrix on a large table. They were told that they would be given 10 minutes in all. They were correctly informed that they would not be able to complete everything in 10 minutes, and that it was more important to attempt at least part of each task than to complete any single task. In addition, they were given two rules. Firstly, they were told that they should not do a section A of one task, followed by a section A of another task. The instructions were on display to participants throughout the task. Those in the strategy aid condition were given a strategy prompt (also on display throughout the task): they were told to “work through the tasks alternating the A and B sections”, and to “work through the tasks from left to right (tasks 1–4), although the second time you can’t start with task 1”. After the test had been explained fully, participants were then asked to outline all the instructions, and were corrected if their understanding was insufficient. Once they had started the tasks, they were informed when they had 5 minutes, and could also check the remaining time at any other point.

RESULTS

Experimental tasks

Mean scores (SD) for the groups in the strategy aid and no strategy aid conditions are shown in the table. A significance level of 5% was adopted throughout.
Memory for categorised words task
Recall of the words was examined using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two between group factors (group: depressed v control; condition: strategy aid v no strategy aid) and one within group factor (time of recall: immediate v delayed). This showed a significant effect of group (F=8.40, df=1,41, p=0.006), as depressed participants in both conditions (strategy aid and no strategy aid) performed worse than controls in immediate and delayed recall of the categorised words. There were no significant effects for strategy aid (F=0.02, df=1,41, p=0.884), or group×strategy (F=0.24, df=1,41, p=0.625), or group×strategy×time (F=2.03, df=1,41, p=0.162). A similar ANOVA examining the number of categories used in free recall (maximum possible four) showed a significant group×time effect (F=5.93, df=1,41, p=0.019), and no other significant effects, using logarithmically transformed scores. Depressed participants recalled words from fewer categories than controls at delayed recall (t=2.15, df=24.3, p=0.042), but did not differ at immediate recall (t=0.41, df=43, p=0.682), when most participants from both groups recalled words from all four categories. Recognition memory for the words at the end of the test also showed a significant main effect of group (F=7.56, df=1,41, p=0.009), but no significant effect of strategy (F=1.00, df=1,41, p=0.323) or group×strategy interaction (F=0.47, df=1,41, p=0.499). The control participants were close to ceiling in performance for recognition of the categorised words.

To investigate the use of semantic categorisation in retrieval, the order in which participants listed words was also examined. Immediate and delayed free recall lists were divided into “ordered” words which were clustered in categories (two or more words in category order) and “non-ordered” words (those which appeared singly and were not followed by another word from the same category). Repeated measures ANOVA comparing performance on the ordered words alone for immediate and delayed recall showed that the depressed participants produced significantly fewer “ordered” words than controls (F=6.71, df=1,41, p=0.013), using logarithmically transformed scores. The effect of strategy aid was also significant (F=6.75, df=1,41, p=0.013), showing that those in the strategy aid condition recalled more ordered words than those in the no strategy aid condition; there were no significant interactions involving group or strategy aid. Participants were also compared on the number of “non-ordered” words, using logarithmically transformed scores. This showed no significant difference between the depressed and control groups (F=0.68, df=1,41, p=0.414), and no significant effects involving group; there was a significant effect of strategy aid (F=8.02, df=1,41, p=0.007), showing that participants in the no strategy aid condition recalled more non-ordered words than those in the strategy aid condition. Taken together, the findings suggest that strategy aid instructions increased the use of semantic categories to order word recall, but did not necessarily increase the overall number of words recalled.

Response suppression task
An ANOVA with two between group factors (depressed v control; strategy aid v no strategy aid) was used to examine the number of inhibitory errors (straightforward or semantically related completions) made in nonsensical sentence completion was carried out, using a logarithmic transformation. The depressed participants made significantly more errors than controls (F=5.17, df=1,41, p=0.028), but the effect of strategy aid was not significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance means SD for the categorised word task, response suppression task, and multiple scheduling task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depressed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(n=12)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categorised word task</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct responses: Immediate recall/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed recall/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition/32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categorised completions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ordered words:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-ordered words:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response suppression task</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonsensical sentences:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorised completions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Straightforward sentences:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple scheduling task</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different tasks attempted/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of rule breaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency score/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As a result of an administrative error, one participant in this group did not do the memory task, and another did not do the response suppression task.
To investigate strategy usage by the two groups further, solutions were scored for the number of completions belonging to a semantically related category (whether holiday items or other categories, such as items belonging to an office). A similar ANOVA showed a significant effect of group, such that the depressed participants gave significantly fewer categorised completion words \( F=5.29, df=1,41, p=0.027 \), and a significant effect of condition, such that participants in the strategy aid condition gave more categorised completions \( F=2.76, df=1,41, p=0.008 \); the interaction between group and strategy aid was not significant \( F=0.05, df=1,41, p=0.829 \). Time taken to find nonsensical sentence completions was also examined, using logarithmically transformed scores. There was a significant effect of group \( F=8.71, df=1,41, p=0.005 \), as the depressed participants were markedly slower than controls. The effect of strategy aid was also significant \( F=4.92, df=1,41, p=0.032 \); the group by strategy aid interaction was not significant \( F=0.18, df=1,41, p=0.674 \). Thus, provision of the holiday word strategy increased the use of categorised words for both the depressed and control groups, but also slowed performance. The depressed participants in both the strategy aid and no strategy aid conditions achieved fewer correct completions than controls, took longer to do so, and were less likely to use a semantic strategy.

A \( t \) test showed that speed of performance did not differ significantly between the depressed and control groups when they were compared on the straightforward sentence completions \( t=1.33, df=23.37, p=0.204 \); no strategy aid manipulation was used for this initial part of the task.

**Multiple scheduling task**

ANOVA with two between group factors (depressed \( v \) control; strategy aid \( v \) no strategy aid) was used to compare how many of the eight different tasks the two groups attempted. There was a significant main effect of group \( F=4.20, df=1,42, p=0.047 \); the effect of strategy was not significant \( F=0.00, df=1,42, p=0.994 \), nor the groups\times strategy interaction \( F=0.35, df=1,42, p=0.555 \). Depressed participants in both groups performed worse than controls, whose performance was very close to ceiling. All but three of the control participants \( (87\%) \) attempted all eight of the tasks, whereas only 12 of 23 depressed participants \( (52\%) \) attempted all eight tasks. All but one of the participants who did not attempt all eight tasks also attempted fewer than eight tasks overall, and eight of the 11 depressed participants in this category did not visit any tasks more than once, suggesting that their difficulties lay primarily in shifting set as often as required. A similar ANOVA was used to compare the groups on the number of rule breaks involving order—that is, moving from the A version of a task directly to the B version, or vice versa, using logarithmically transformed scores. Errors of order were relatively uncommon, and the groups did not differ significantly on these \( F=0.77, df=1,42, p=0.386 \); the effect of strategy was not significant \( F=2.25, df=1,42, p=0.141 \), nor the groups\times strategy interaction \( F=1.11, df=1,42, p=0.298 \).

To examine further the efficiency of the strategies used by the groups, an efficiency score was derived by examining the order in which the tasks were performed, and counting the number of moves \( (0–8) \) which followed the most salient and efficient strategy (which was also the one cued in the strategy aid condition), without any deviations. This strategy involved starting on one side (for example, left), and moving from one side to the other (for example, left to right), alternating A and B tasks, on the first four moves (for example, 1A, 2B, 3A, 4B); and then following one of two types of pattern for the second four moves (for example, 2A, 3B, 4A, 1B or 3B, 4A, 1B, 2A). An ANOVA with two between group factors (depressed \( v \) control; strategy aid \( v \) no strategy aid) showed that differences between the groups in the efficiency of their strategy on this measure were not significant \( F=1.36, df=1,42, p=0.250 \), and the strategy aid hint did not have a significant effect on performance \( F=0.87, df=1,42, p=0.357 \); nor was there a significant group \( \times \) strategy aid interaction \( F=0.36, df=1,42, p=0.552 \). Only three of the depressed participants \( (13\%) \) and eight of the control participants \( (35\%) \) scored maximum on this measure. One additional depressed participant also visited all eight tasks without repetition or order errors, but started in the middle of the tasks rather than from left or right. All the remaining participants who visited all eight tasks without order errors repeated one or more of these tasks before sampling all eight, a strategy not forbidden by the rules, but arguably less efficient.

**INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE TASKS**

To examine participants’ performance across tasks, intercorrelations were calculated between the measures that significantly differentiated the groups for each of the three tasks, as follows: memory for categorised words (number of words recalled; number of categories used at delayed recall; number of words recognised; number of ordered words); response suppression (number of categorised completion words; number of errors; time taken to make nonsensical sentence completions); multiple subgoal scheduling (how many of the eight tasks were attempted). For the depressed group, Spearman rank correlation coefficients showed no significant correlations between the memory task and the other two tasks, although there were significant intercorrelations between different memory measures (recall and number of categories \( r=0.53, p=0.011 \); recall and recognition \( r=0.82, p=0.001 \); recall and number of ordered words \( r=0.75, p=0.001 \); categories and recognition \( r=0.59, p=0.004 \); recognition and ordered words \( r=0.67, p=0.001 \). There was a significant negative correlation between the number of tasks attempted on the multiple subgoal
scheduling task, and the number of errors on the response suppression task \((r=−0.67, p=0.001)\). There was also an intercorrelation between the number of response suppression errors and time taken on the response suppression task \((r=0.45, p=0.034)\). For the control group, the pattern was similar. Memory performance did not correlate significantly with the response suppression task, but there were significant intercorrelations between different memory measures (recall and recognition \(r=0.52, p=0.011\); recall and number of ordered words \(r=0.73, p=0.0001\); recognition and ordered words \(r=0.56, p=0.006\)). Correlations between the number of tasks attempted on the multiple subgoal scheduling task and the other two tasks were not carried out, as nearly all participants in the control group were at ceiling on the multiple scheduling task.

**Correlations with Mood Variables**

For the depressed participants, Spearman rank correlations were also examined between the measures that significantly differentiated the groups and variables relating to severity of depressive illness, namely Beck depression inventory score, Hamilton score, and presence of depressive illness, namely Beck depression groups and variables relating to severity of memory for categorised words when these were selectively impaired in depressed participants. Depressed participants have previously been found to use categorisation as a cue for recall. Depressed participants have previously been found to be selectively impaired in memory for categorised words when these are presented in randomised rather than semantically ordered fashion. The findings are also consistent with evidence from both lesion studies and PET studies, which suggest that areas of the frontal lobes may play a specific part in strategic aspects of memory encoding and retrieval. In the present study, control participants were also better at recognising the words correctly, suggesting that their superior performance was not solely attributable to a more efficient retrieval process in the more effortful recall condition, but probably involved more effective elaborative encoding processes. Because the recognition test was given after the immediate and delayed recall tests, this cannot be seen as a pure measure of recognition memory. Impairment in recognition memory is not always reported in depression, and is known to be a less sensitive measure than free recall. However, Hertel and Milan, using a process dissociation procedure, identified impairment in the recollection but not the familiarity component of recognition memory in depression, consistent with the hypothesis of impairment in controlled processes in depression.

**Discussion**

The depressed group showed impairment relative to controls on each of the three experimental tasks. Detailed examination of qualitative aspects of performance suggested that the depressed participants also made less spontaneous use of appropriate strategies for task performance. The provision of a strategy aid in the form of information about a specific performance strategy for each task was associated with significantly increased use of the strategy for two of the three tasks for both depressed and control participants in the strategy aid versus no-strategy aid condition. However, increased strategy usage did not lead to significantly improved overall performance for either the depressed or control participants.

Memory for categorised words presented in pseudorandomised order was expected to be more efficient if participants made use of semantic organisation to encode and retrieve these words. The findings suggest that the control participants in both the strategy aid and no strategy aid conditions made use of such categorisation more than the depressed participants, as their free recall of the words contained higher numbers of words ordered by semantic category. At delayed recall, control participants were more likely to recall words from each of the four semantic categories than depressed participants, and this might also have reflected a greater tendency to use categorisation as a cue for recall. Depressed participants have previously been found to be selectively impaired in memory for categorised words when these are presented in randomised rather than semantically ordered fashion. The findings are also consistent with evidence from both lesion studies and PET studies, which suggest that areas of the frontal lobes may play a specific part in strategic aspects of memory encoding and retrieval. In the present study, control participants were also better at recognising the words correctly, suggesting that their superior performance was not solely attributable to a more efficient retrieval process in the more effortful recall condition, but probably involved more effective elaborative encoding processes. Because the recognition test was given after the immediate and delayed recall tests, this cannot be seen as a pure measure of recognition memory. Impairment in recognition memory is not always reported in depression, and is known to be a less sensitive measure than free recall. However, Hertel and Milan, using a process dissociation procedure, identified impairment in the recollection but not the familiarity component of recognition memory in depression, consistent with the hypothesis of impairment in controlled processes in depression.

Giving a suggestion that participants should put together the related words (the strategy aid hint) was associated with differences in the use of categorisation in recall for both the depressed and control groups. Those in the strategy aid condition recalled more words ordered by category, and fewer words not ordered by category, than those in the no strategy aid condition. The hint thus seemed to be effective at least to some extent in cueing the use of a semantic strategy. Presumably the hint was informative even to participants who would naturally have looked for strategies such as semantic organisation, as it made them aware of the potential for organising the words semantically at the beginning of the task, rather than discovering it at a later point. However, although both immediate and delayed recall and recognition means for the strategy aid controls were higher than for the no strategy aid controls, these differences did not reach significance, and there was no evidence of improved overall recall or recognition performance for the depressed participants. Ceiling effects may have limited the sensitivity of these measures to the strategy aid manipulation, at least for the control group. Semantic encoding strategies have been found to benefit participants with frontal lesions. For instance, participants with left frontal lobe lesions differed from those with left temporal lobe lesions in one study, as the frontal but not the temporal group was found to improve to normal levels when presentation of the material was organised by semantic categories, and category names were provided for encoding and retrieval. In another study, Gershberg and Shimamura (experiment 3) reported that participants with frontal lobe lesions benefited from instructions to use a list of semantic categories which was provided as a cue, whether this was presented at encoding or at retrieval. By contrast with depressive participants in the present study, those using participants with...
frontal lobe lesions showed differential improvement relative to controls. This may reflect greater initial impairment in participants with frontal lesions than in the depressed participants studied here, and the strategy manipulations used also gave more help than those in the present study by providing category names in addition to instructions to use a strategy of semantic categorisation.

Depressed participants in the present study made more errors than controls in completing sentences with nonsensical words on the response suppression task, and were also slower in this part of the task, although unlike participants with structural lesions involving the frontal lobes reported by Burgess and Shallice,34 depression did not impair performance in completing sentences with sensible words, the initial part of the task that did not involve response suppression. Inspection of the number of categorised words used to complete the sentences showed that they gave fewer categorised completions than controls, suggesting that they were less likely to use a semantic strategy to generate nonsensical word completions, and may have taken longer to generate completion words when less reliant on such a strategy. The provision of a strategy aid hint that participants could complete the sentences with words related to holidays was associated with greater use of categorised words in both the depressed and control groups, but also with slower performance. Although the mean error rate was slightly lower for the strategy aid controls than for the no strategy aid controls, this difference was not significant, and there was no difference in error rates between the strategy aid and no strategy aid depressed participants. Differences between the depressed and control groups may involve both initiating and implementing efficient performance strategies, and simply providing information on an appropriate strategy is not sufficient to guarantee normal efficiency of usage. The holiday strategy may also have been slower to access than a strategy used spontaneously by many controls, that of choosing office related items by looking around the room. Moreover, in this task, a prompt to generate words from a semantic category would be unlikely to overcome all difficulties in inhibiting straightforward completion words, or production difficulties in generating words from a semantic category such as holiday items.

On the multiple-scheduling task, depressed participants were again impaired compared with controls. Many of the depressed participants failed to attempt all eight of the tasks, whereas this was uncommon among the controls. Most of the participants who failed to attempt all the tasks also did not attempt any task more than once, suggesting difficulties in shifting appropriately between tasks. This may have reflected impairment in monitoring the passage of time to fit in all the tasks within the 10 minute time limit, or perseverative difficulties in generating an internal cue and shifting from one task to the other without external cues to do so. Alternatively, it may reflect differences in judgement as they may have placed less importance on the rules of the test than controls, preferring to attempt a greater proportion of the items on individual tasks. All participants were able to repeat the rules of the test before they began, and had these available visually throughout, making an explanation in terms of memory or comprehension failure in relation to the rules unconvincing. Shallice and Burgess35 reported that two of their three participants with frontal lobe lesions attempted fewer subtests than any of their controls on their six elements test, and the third also failed to attempt all the subtests, despite numerous shifts between subtests; the frontal participants also showed qualitatively bizarre behaviour, breaking the test rules in ways which were not seen in the present depressed participants. Shallice and Burgess discussed their findings in terms of possible impairments in plan formulation or modification, the creation and triggering of markers or messages to review actions when certain future events occur, and the on-line evaluation and modification of goals in the light of events.

The strategy aid hint given in this task in the present study was not found to be effective in differentially aiding performance for the strategy aid groups compared to the no strategy aid groups. The hint given was intended to guide participants in relation to the particular order of task performance they used in sampling the eight tasks. The ordering of tasks and monitoring of those which have already been visited seems to be a relevant consideration, in view of the finding that neither the control nor depressed participants tended to use the most salient and efficient order strategy for shifting between tasks. Less than half of the controls, and less than a quarter of the depressed participants, achieved a maximum efficiency score, often as a result of visiting tasks more than once before sampling all eight. However, as many depressed participants visited fewer than eight tasks in total, it seems that the principal reason for the low scores of many of the depressed participants was difficulty in shifting between tasks, and that this would therefore have been a more appropriate target for a strategy hint. For instance, it may have been more effective to suggest that participants should remember to change tasks roughly every minute to comply with the rules. Because the control participants generally had no difficulty with this, showing effects on this measure, any such strategy aid would be likely to affect the performance of depressed participants differentially, if effective.

The findings of the study are consistent with cognitive models predicting impairment in controlled processes in depression resulting from reduced or diverted attentional processing resources, although there are difficulties in determining the precise nature of such impairment. Controversy in the literature on depression has centred around the extent to which reduced cognitive resources are seen to be invariant, or flexible and responsive to environmental cues.10 11 25–28 The cognitive initiative account of depression suggests that impairments will be maximal on tasks that potentially
benefit from performance strategies, when participants are not forced to use these. The present study provided support for the notion that depressive participants are impaired on tasks that potentially benefit from appropriate performance strategies, but did not attempt to identify or compare tasks of comparable difficulty that do not benefit from such strategies. Nor were participants in the present study required to use such performance strategies, although the instructions indicated that it would be helpful to do so.

Although there were significant correlations between the response suppression and multiple subgoal scheduling tasks for the depressed group, intercorrelations between performance on the memory task and the other two tasks were generally low, both for the depressed and control groups. This raises the possibility that subsets of depressed participants might show impairment in specific aspects of executive function, such as strategic aspects of memory, set shifting, and planning. However, the possible fractionation of executive functioning into separable independent subsystems is as yet an unresolved issue. As Shallice and Burgess point out in relation to fractionation of frontal lobe functions, inferences cannot be adequately drawn from tasks which do not use the same type of materials, as they are likely to draw on different non-frontal processes, and potentially involve different material specific frontal lobe regions in relation to working memory. They also noted that the reliability of the measures is not well established, and that many patients with frontal lobe lesions are characteristically variable in their performance over sessions. Thus, the presence of low intercorrelations between tasks reliant on different materials does not rule out the possibility that the depressed participants share a common pathway to impaired performance, such as a reduced general pool of attentional processing resources. Further work is needed comparing performance across tasks which share more common features, such as the two types of sentence completion (straightforward and nonsensical completions), only one of which involves response inhibition, required in the Hayling test.

The evidence from the present study suggests that depressed participants seemed to use similar spontaneous performance strategies to controls, but to a lesser extent. Moreover, both depressed and control participants in the no strategy aid condition seemed spontaneously to use similar semantic strategies to those supplied in the strategy aid condition, but again to a lesser extent. Both depressed and control groups in the strategy aid condition were able to draw on information about semantic categorisation in ordering recall of categorised words and in using categorised words to perform the response inhibition task. However, there was no evidence of facilitation of performance for the depressed strategy aid group, and any facilitation of performance for the control strategy aid group did not produce significant improvements compared to the no strategy aid controls. Thus compliance with the strategy aid hints was not sufficient to increase overall levels of recall significantly on the memory task, or to reduce errors significantly for the response suppression task; moreover, it was associated with slower performance on the second task. This raises the question of whether greater use of semantic performance strategies by control participants in these two tasks was responsible for their superior performance, or simply a reflection of some other difference between the groups. It is possible that additional performance strategies were used by the control participants, less obvious to detect, which also contributed to their performance superiority, and debriefing would have been appropriate here to increase the understanding of this. However, it is more likely that provision of brief information about performance strategies is not sufficient to enhance performance adequately. It seems probable that depressive impairment cannot be attributable entirely to impairment in initiating appropriate performance strategies, but also involves impairment in using such strategies effectively.

To facilitate performance to normal levels, compensatory aids may need to go further than provision of information about strategies alone, by providing specific performance cues, practice, or possibly specific training in the use of such strategies. Providing information about specific performance strategies potentially deals with any impairments at the level of perceiving the potential usefulness of such strategies, or generating ideas for possible strategies. Information alone does not ensure that participants actually make effective use of the strategies provided, whether because they make little attempt to do so, or try and fail to achieve this successfully. Initially, attempting to make use of an unfamiliar performance strategy may increase the working memory demands of the task, and hence any gains from complying with the strategy may not be immediate, but develop over time. Repeated use of semantic categorisation in consecutive trials in memory or response suppression type tasks might thus show increasing benefit from performance strategies. In considering failure to shift set in the multiple scheduling task, it is unclear whether providing a strategy hint before beginning the task that it would be appropriate to shift set at certain times would be adequate, or whether it would be necessary to provide an external cue to shift set during task performance. However, compensatory aids that require practice and specific training for effective usage are likely to be of limited general utility, as the essence of executive impairment according to Shallice’s model is that it arises in the face of novel, rather than familiar, situations, and increasing familiarity reduces the novelty, and potentially the difficulty, of the situation. From a practical point of view, it is much more straightforward to provide compensatory aids at the level of information alone, rather than specific practice or training in task performance, and this in turn has implications for the everyday value of compensatory strategy aids.
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